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Genome remodeling occurs in cells as either a slow evolutionary process, or a rapid programmed developmental process. Intriguing examples of each type permeate the tree of life. This summer REU will feature research projects related to rapid programmed developmental processes. Algorithmic details of the developmental program of an organism allow one to investigate the mathematical and technological consequences of being able to control individual program steps.

[10] surveys programmed genome remodeling in ciliates. Ciliates have two types of nuclei, micro- and macro- nuclei. Micronuclei are encrypted versions of macronuclei. Towards illustration of the relation between the micronuclear and macronuclear genomes, consider this diagram:

Micronuclear gene IE0 M3 IE1 M5 IE2 M2 IE3 M1 IE4 M4 IE5

Macronuclear gene M1 M2 M3 M4 M5

In this depiction of a hypothetical gene of a ciliate the functional macronuclear form of the gene is a single DNA sequence composed of five segments denoted M1, M2, · · ·, M5, concatenated in this order. The micronuclear precursor of this gene is a molecule that contains these five DNA segments, dispersed in some order and orientation, and separated by interstitial DNA segments denoted as numbered IE’s. These micronuclear configurations are species and gene dependent.

Conjugation and micronuclear gamete exchange triggers decryption of the zygote micronucleus to form a new macronucleus while prior micro- and macro- nuclei are degraded. Putative decryption operations proposed in text [3] have the capability to:

• switch the orientation of a segment of DNA: A B C → A B C
• permute positions of two separated segments of DNA: A B C → C B A

These two operations resemble operations in permutation groups and braid groups. It is plausible that the ciliate computing system is capable of solving computational problems in braid groups and symmetric groups.

Results in [8] demonstrated that the micronuclear decryption program can be reliably manipulated to induce in living ciliates a specified decryption different from the canonical one. This programmability suggests using the ciliate decryption apparatus to execute various algorithms. [7] and [8] demonstrated that intermediate results of the decryption process can be read. Thus ciliates constitute a living computing system capable of hosting an input program and input data, and of providing output data.

1An overline indicates opposite orientation
Why investigate this computing environment? First, it is a DNA computing environment. In a visionary experiment and subsequent report [1] in Science, Adleman points out the power of computing using biomolecular processes involving DNA and enzymes: The energy efficiency of this technology is approaching the limits set by the second law of thermodynamics. Information storage in DNA requires a density of around 1 bit per cubic nanometer, while electronic storage media (in 1994) accommodated a density of around 1 bit per $10^{12}$ cubic nanometer. Adleman writes [1] “It is a research problem of considerable interest to elucidate the kinds of algorithms that are possible with the use of molecular methods and the kinds of problems that these algorithms can efficiently solve.” Second, it is a programmable environment with a ready made operating system for DNA computing. The energy intensive part of the experiment was the laboratory work that went into orchestrating the various algorithmic steps of the computation. Using this in vivo system transfers the orchestration of the algorithmic steps from the laboratory technician to the built in ciliate “operating system” and program.

In programmed genome remodeling projects students will learn basics of:

- the ciliate genome remodeling process,
- symmetric groups and the structure of permutations,
- braid groups and the relation with permutation groups,
- elementary graph theory,
- computational complexity, and
- computational problems of significant scientific interest.

In their research projects students will

- design algorithms for use by the ciliate computing environment to solve mathematical problems (see for example [11]),
- simulate mini versions of their designs using computers,
- investigate which mathematical problems are in principle solved during the ciliate micro nuclear decryption process,
- investigate the difficulty of decrypting a micro-nuclear precursor of a gene on the basis of what information is available about the target macro nuclear gene,
- compare the ciliate computing environment with other proposed in vitro or in vivo computing environments: Bacterial computing as described in [2], [4] and [9] is an example of an in vivo computing environment, or in vitro computing as described in [1] and in [11].
- explore potential practical applications of the ciliate micro nuclear decryption technology.

This work will add to a broader ongoing research program that is investigating the algorithmic properties of fundamental biomolecular processes that occur in nature. The summer 2011 REU research team investigated, and simulated in-silico, the use of features of the ciliate micronuclear decryption technology to determine phylogenetic relationships among several species of fruitflies [5]. In the summer 2012 REU we will feature two options for the research team:

(1) **Project 1**: Computing the inverse of an element of a finite permutation group: The genome remodeling operations of ciliates seem to be perfectly
capable of simulating the operations of a finite symmetric group. By a classical theorem of Cayley, this capability can be leveraged to do computations in any finite group. In this project the team will investigate the problem of using a “ciliate computer” to do calculations in a finite group.

(2) Project 2: Comparing the “ciliate computer” with other proposed computing environments: The fundamental question that will be addressed in this project is to what extent the “ciliate computer” can accomplish the computational feats of selected proposed in vitro or in vivo computing platforms: In particular, can a “ciliate computer” accomplish the computations accomplished by bacterial computing as in [2], [4] and [9]? And can a “ciliate computer” accomplish the computations accomplished by applying biomolecular laboratory techniques as in [1] and [11]?
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